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Polisifilm-torrent is the best and powerful Kickass clones for downloading all kinds of titles. Initially based in Germany, it is quickly becoming one of the best Kickass torrents site around. It has been gaining popularity over the past two years and currently offers more than 5000+ movies torrents, 25,000+
TV series and documentaries. All the files are of high quality and cover a wide range of genres from Anime to Western Movies. Kickass.to is probably the oldest and still functioning Kickass clones that users can access right now. You can access it using a VPN for all your torrenting needs. it offers complete
Kickass torrents database with a whole connection of movies, series, documentaries, and much more for users to download. The site also has its Kickass community where it provides regular updates of the latest torrents available for download. The first and most sought after motivation to use clones is of

getting the biggest blockbusters. They are often harder to come by then most of the other types of torrents that people like. Kickass Torrents is all about the biggest blockbusters and the top sought after torrents. KATAN is one of the best websites to download torrents for a wide range of genres from
movies and TV shows, live TV, anime, sports, games, and applications. This clone website is known to be having an active community, and the content shared on the website is easy to use. It is a good alternative to Kickass as it has a simple interface and yet, a clean layout. If youre looking for more

alternatives to KATAN, have a look at our article on What is KATAN? However, though KATAN offers the exact same content as Kickass, it is not available in all regions, and there is no way to download content unless you are connected to a VPN. Furthermore, KATAN is a torrent site, so it is not accessible for
P2P file sharing.
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But the good news is, now you can enjoy all your favorite KickassTorrents content on katcr.co website. It has everything
that KickassTorrents ever had and more. Kickass Torrents is one of the largest and most popular torrent sites on the
Internet. KickassTorrents opened its doors in 2008 and in less than two years, became the biggest torrent site on the

Internet. Soon after, various legal problems started taking shape and eventually resulted in the site being shut down in
2016. However, in a matter of months, a group of former KAT staff members have rebranded the site to katcr.co and are
offering a torrent file hosting service to users. For the Kickass full movie downloads and Kickass torrent music downloads,
their formats are not unified, most of the time there will be some compatibility issues resulting in playback failure, such as

VLC MOV playback issue, Samsung won't play MKV video, video and audio out of sync and so on. Then the versatile
converter can help you solve all the problems. It supports nearly all formats for import and export with more than 500

video & audio formats and devices as well as the popular compression format H265 (HEVC), VP9, FLAC, ALAC, etc. Kickass
Torrents was one of the most renowned torrenting sites on the internet, until its founder, Artem Vaulin, was arrested and

charged with numerous criminal offenses by the United States Department of Justice in 2016. After that, it only took a
short time for the original Kickass Torrents (KAT) site to be shut down, too. For a long time after, visitors to the original

Kickass Torrents website encountered a very ominous message. 5ec8ef588b
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